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                                                      EXPERTS IN CHALLENGER BRANDS 

A Beautiful Constraint 
Cover Design Project Brief 
 

  
eatbigfish is a brand consultancy that publishes books on the subject of marketing and business 

strategy.   This year we are publishing a new book on the subject of innovation and creativity. It 

will be published by Wiley in the USA and UK.   

 

The book in a nutshell: 
A Beautiful Constraint is a dynamic exploration of people, enterprises and companies that have 

turned apparent limitations into sources of innovation and advantage—who have found beauty in 

their constraints, in the language of the book—and the approaches that drove their success.  

 

Through an extensive body of research, ranging from an analysis of 76 scientific studies to 

interviews with individuals such as famed ad man Dan Wieden and designer Yves Behar, as well 

as organisations ranging from One Laptop Per Child to IKEA, London 2012 and Spotify, it 

identifies a replicable, five-part methodology for people and teams who want to discover just how 

to make their own constraints a source of success. 

 

The book contains stories about (among other things) – chickens, aircraft carriers, beer, trainers, 

schools, computers, cows, gaming, theatre, farming, fashion, graphic design. 

 

Identity: 
With a design brief built into the title, A Beautiful Constraint requires a design that demonstrates a 

refined aesthetic and design sensibility while still remaining accessible.  The book will be an 

entertaining read with a sense of playfulness in its tone, but it has a practical, applicable, message 

at its core. 

 

Typography and Imagery: 
In the eatbigfish logo we have a very clear and simple icon to represent “Challenger Brand” (the 

small fish chasing the big fish).  Is there a single image or icon that encapsulates the concept of 

the “Beautiful Constraint”, if so how would that be depicted on the cover? Could we use a purely 

typographic approach to communicate the central idea? 

 

The key thing to note is that ABC is not about making the constraints more comfortable or 

decorative (eg. a gilded bird cage) but about using your restrictions (money, time, resources) to 

propel you to breakthrough ideas. Idioms such as ‘turn lemons into lemonade’ and ‘every cloud 

has a silver lining’ almost work, but the book is not about simply looking on the bright side, it is 

much more about ingenuity and creativity. 

 

While the target readership for the book is not just ‘business people’ the publisher considers a 

successful cover would be one that suggest to the reader that the book is about productivity, work, 

business, creativity, organizations, problem-solving etc. However we are also open to more 

abstract concepts at this stage. 
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Concept: 
The publishing of the book is subject to its own constraints, and with your help, we want to make 

them beautiful, and innovative. 

  

ABC is going to be published by a mainstream business publisher and we will be constrained by 

the parameters of their print processes, distribution channels and budgets.   In particular for the 

printed book the size, stock, ink and printing processes will be limited. 

  

We would be very interested in cover design that not only reflects the central concepts in the book 

in a visual way but also uses the physical constraints of this type of publishing in an innovative 

way. Could we embrace the ink absorbency or transparent qualities of cheap paper stock for 

example, or work creatively within the limited pixels that represent the book on the amazon search 

pages? 

 

This project is about more than working within these constraints, the challenge is how we 

embrace them to produce something extraordinary. 

 

Project Deadlines: 

27th Feb – Submit 2 page PDF of recommended design for print and digital formats (using cover 

design template provided) and up to 500 words explaining central concept of the design and the 

thinking behind design decisions. 

6th March – Feedback from eatbigfish. Option to continue with project to refine design based on 

feedback. 

If any design is approved by both the client and the publishers that student will have the option to 

work directly with the client to produce a final design to be published.  

There is also the option for interested students to extend the brief to include internal page 

design and layout of the book, and the brand guidelines for website and promotional 

materials etc. 
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 Do you need a breakthrough? A step 
change in performance? Are you a Victim, a 
Neutralizer or a Transformer? Can you ask 
a Propelling Question? How do you break 
with your Path Dependence? Do you use 
‘Can If ’ thinking? In this age of both Scarcity 
and Abundance how do you transform 
your business limitations into advantages?

 If you know you need to look at things 
differently - the way you approach 
innovation, solve problems and see new 
opportunities - this is the book for you.

 Learning from the likes of Audi, the US 
Navy, Nike, South African Breweries, 
Airbnb, One Laptop Per Child, some 
dairy farmers, and many more, A Beautiful 
Constraint will introduce you to the 
common principles and practices that will 
help transform your own constraints into 
things of beauty.

 Adam Morgan is the highly respected author 
of Eating The Big Fish: How Challenger 
Brands can compete against Brand Leaders, a 
seminal work in the world of branding. It not 
only coined the phrase Challenger Brand, but 
outlined a process for doing more with less 
whose principles have been widely praised 
and much imitated around the world. His 
consultancy has created entirely new ways 
of thinking about both the development 
of distinctive brands but also the cultural 
conditions necessary to support them, 
reshaping how many large corporations, 
including Visa, Audi and SAB Miller have 
thought about structuring their businesses for 
success.

 An influential thinker and popular speaker, 
Mark Barden’s career has seen him sell 
Guinness pub to pub, run the berm at Nike, 
sell cars for Saturn, start his own ad agency 
to launch Yahoo!, win “Best direct response 
campaign in America,” and help take a dot 
com public, before watching it crash and 
burn.  For the last 10 years he has studied, 
worked at, or consulted with some of the 
most successful and iconic Challenger brands, 
including, Nike, Playstation and eBay. He’s 
also worked as a carney, has accidentally 
vacationed with Robert De Niro, and once 
warmed up a crowd for Ellen De Generes.

www.eatbigfish.com

 uis adipiscing nec risus interdum tincidunt. 
Vestibulum lobortis purus vel magna porta tincidunt. 
Aliquam vel rhoncus ipsum.

D

 dam Morgan’s brand advice is among the most 
practical and useful there is.  My team is responsible for 
driving the success of brands in the United States and this 
has shaped our thinking.

A
- Insert Name

 orem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing 
elit. Etiam ligula sem, tincidunt et vestibulum a, egestas 
volutpat lectus. Phasellus ultrices lacus sit amet iaculis 
tincidunt
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 It should be noted that whilst I was able to get official copy sent to me 
for the blurb and author descriptions on the book jacket the reviews are still 
placeholder text as the book hasn’t been completed at the time of submission 
(and hence hadn’t had any reviews written for it). I felt it was important to include 
this regardlless as it’s a convention that the majority of business related books 
seem to sell themslves on, with the reviews being more significant than the blurb 
in many cases. 

 - Page 4 - Final Design

 - Page 5 - Research and Development

 - Page 9 - Sketchbooks and Additional Research

 - page 17 - PDFs from different stages of cover design
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Research and Development

 The live brief I chose was to create the cover jacket design for the eatbigfish 
book A Beautiful Constraint. The book is aimed toward a business demographic 
with a concept that focuses on how to turn apparent limitations into innovation 
and advantage; how to make your constraints into a source of success. Our own 
limitation for the conceptual stage was that we only had a week to generate ideas 
and submit them before a group at eatbigfish decided on which ones they wanted 
to pursue. After researching and experimenting with many different visual ideas for 
both beauty and constraints I noticed that on the eatbigfish website there were 
a series of recorded lectures on different subjects, including one titled A Beautiful 
Constraint. 

Daniel McCarthy 232938
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 The significant thing about this for me was that the icon was a white gilded 
birdcage, an icon used specifically within the brief as an example of what the design 
should not be; “The key thing is that ABC is not about making the constraints more 
comfortable or decorative (eg. a gilded bird cage)”. This merged with some other 
concepts I had and led to the idea of using the ‘A’ within ‘A Beautiful Constraint’ as 
representative of a bird cage. 

 I considered many other visual ideas for the cover illustration. The puzzle piece idea 
was perhaps too cliché to go anywhere, but I did look at optical illusions to try and gener-
ate a kind of visual ‘constraint’ that wasn’t one upon closer inspection. These ideas both 
informed the later concept. 
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The following is the statement submitted with my initial concept explaining it;

  “The design originated from the specific exclusion of using a ‘gilded cage’ 
within the design brief, despite that image being used on the eatbigfish website to 
represent a speech made on the subject of A Beautiful Constraint. This suggested 
to me that there’s something about the concept of a cage that is appealing and, 
in keeping with the books concept, this could be embraced and used rather than 
avoided as a limitation. 

The concept is that the ‘A’ in ‘A Beautiful Constraint’ could be viewed as a cage, but 
instead the bird is completely free to fly away and uses the ‘cage’ as a stand to sit and 
happily sing. This embodies the spirit of the book in a visual way whilst generating 
intrigue in a potential reader about what the image and the book is about. Having 
the letter A so large ensures that it’s still visible and identifiable even at thumbnail 
sizes (such as on the Amazon online bookshop) without detracting from the impact 
of a physical version.”

 Whilst none of the designs submitted from my year group went on to 
become final published covers due to the publisher wanting more of a “business-
like” design, we did all receive individual feedback where I was informed that mine 
was the favourite concept of the writers due to the more illustrative approach taken, 
which they felt better represented the tone of the book. I continued to develop 
this into a final cover, although very little else changed about the cover design 
conceptually from this initial submission; I chose to use a Red Cardinal as the bird 
due to its associations with tapping into creative energy and strong confidence, as 
well as it looking fairly striking visually. Otherwise the main illustration is very similar 
to the one initially submitted. 

 It should be pointed out that whilst I was able to get official copy sent to 
me for the blurb and author descriptions on the book jacket the reviews are still 
placeholder text as the book hasn’t been completed at the time of submission (and 
hence hadn’t had any reviews written for it). 

  I’m fairly happy with the result of this project; It would’ve been nice to have 
actual quotations for the back cover, and there are always litte things that could be 
tweaked, but overall I really like the concept and how it’s turned out. The project has 
definitely highlighted how unsure I am at using type though. 
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Sketchbooks and Additional Research
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Cloister Std Open face and Clairvaux Std Roman - Combine type 
facces? Or add elements to make it more of a ‘gilded cage’?
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Placeholder text: Our latest speech, how challengers lean into con-
straints to drive breakthrough innovation both real and cultural.

An inspiring session that helps us to understand how we can see 
constraints as enabling, rather than disabling.

Our new book, A Beautiful Constraint, will be published in 2014.
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  Beautiful Constraint is a dynamic 
exploration of people, enterprises and companies 
that have turned apparent limitations into sources 
of innovation and advantage—who have found 
beauty in their constraints—and the approaches 
that drove their success. 

 Through an extensive body of research, 
ranging from an analysis of 76 scientific studies to 
interviews with individuals such as famed ad man 
Dan Wieden and designer Yves Behar, as well as 
organisations ranging from One Laptop Per Child 
to IKEA, London 2012 and Spotify, it identifies a 
replicable, five-part methodology for people and 
teams who want to discover just how to make their 
own constraints a source of success.

 A Beautiful Constraint is a 
dynamic exploration of people, 
enterprises and companies that have 
turned apparent limitations into 
sources of innovation and advantage 
—who have found beauty in their 
constraints— and the approaches 
that drove their success. 

 Adam Morgan is a partner in 
eatbigfish (www.eatbigfish.com), an 
international brand and marketing 
consultancy specialising in Challenger brand 
strategy, behaviour, and culture. Previously an 
executive with TBWA/Chiat/Day, one of the 
world’s largest advertising agencies, he has 
worked with clients like IKEA, Unilever, Virgin, 
and Apple. He and his partners together run 
The Challenger Project, the evolving research 
into how Challenger brands think and 
behave, on which their thinking, writing and 
speaking is based.

 Mark Barden is a popular speaker and 
skillful facilitator, adept at helping teams work 
together to create genuinely breakthrough 
thinking. For the last 10 years he has studied, 
worked at, or consulted with some of the 
most successful and iconic Challenger brands, 
including big ones like Audi, Callaway, Kodak, 
Pepsi, and eBay; and has helped launch some 
new ones, like Own in skincare and Lark in 
personal technology.

www.eatbigfish.com
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 dam Morgan’s brand advice is among the most 
practical and useful there is.  My team is responsible for 
driving the success of brands in the United States and this 
has shaped our thinking.
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